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The 5 Love Languages Military
Only Biden could make Christmas come early for a horde of Islamic radicals. But Joe, you keep spoiling them like that, next year, they're going to want nukes. So, who made that decision? Someone way ...

'Gutfeld!' on Biden admin passing the buck on Afghanistan
Like other audience present at the “Vocal Skills” event of the “Army of Culture” contest of the Army Games 2021 in Russia, Head of Venezuela’s contingent Ramona Martinez could not hold back her tears ...

Military Vietnamese singers touch international friends’ hearts
In addition, we're going to make long overdue much-needed investments in basic hard infrastructure of this nation. This scenario where we have broad bipartisan agreement to invest in our antiquated ...

‘The Five’ on Afghanistan withdrawal, infrastructure
Bree FramThe young Bree Fram was obsessed with dinosaurs—the stegosaurus, to be exact—and becoming a paleontologist. (Her elder daughter Kathryn, 12, has inherited this fascination.) Then, when Bree ...

Top Trans Officer Bree Fram on the Military, Marriage, and Joining Space Force
For days, Qismat Amin, a former interpreter for the US military living in Dallas, hasn’t been able to sleep, consumed by fear of what the Taliban could do to his family in Afghanistan. Awake in the ...

An Afghan Man Who Translated For the US Military Is Now Desperately Trying To Save His Family From The Taliban
Throughout human history, men and women have travelled across continents and oceans, in search of opportunities, seeking refuge from war or persecution, or transported as slaves. In this piece written ...

How has migration changed the world?
I need help and yet receive none from the Canadian government as a token of appreciation for my service' Members of the Afghan National Police are seen at a shura (meeting) with soldiers from the ...

I risked my life for the Canadian military in Afghanistan, now my family is in danger
Some ancient societies had written languages, but deciphering their texts ... discovered by a French military expedition in Egypt in July 1799, which helped pave the way to the decipherment ...

How do we decipher Egyptian hieroglyphics and other ancient languages?
He wants the American people prepared to go to war with China over Taiwan, both because that might deter China from invading the island and because, if deterrence fails, he thinks that American ...

Will the Next American War Be with China?
In addition to the usual companionship and security reasons, military families may find that an animal provides company for an alone-at-home adult or extra love ... in a foreign language, and ...

5 Things Military Families Should Consider Before Getting a Pet
Uribe’s ‘hero of the homeland’ is alleged to have overseen the abduction and execution of up to 104 civilians – including five ... of a modern military who even spoke the language of ...

Colombian top general Mario Montoya faces murder charges in ‘false positives’ scandal
From big to small, affordable to luxurious, the SUV makes a lot of sense compared to the traditional sedan. But, that means choosing the right SUV for you can be a little daunting, to say the least.

Shop the best SUVs for 2021
Last week, as the military began its exit ... They did not try His love and His mercy. My prayer and zeal are to share Christ with them. They can receive Christ and they can get the real hope ...

‘My Heart Is Broken’: An Afghan Pastor Grapples with the US Withdrawal
Two new exhibits coming to the museum this summer are focused on the Khmer Rouge, but members of CAI are more concerned about conserving their ancestral country’s extensive cultural history.

The Cambodian Association of Illinois celebrates 40 years by looking ahead
The mother of three is retiring from the military ... Language camp. Both the Sanchez and Hendrix families express gratitude for the opportunities to serve that are offered by the Miss Five ...

Military kids earn Presidential Volunteer Service Award
Hosted by Yelp’s Small Business Expert, Emily Washcovick, Behind the Review features conversations with reviewers and business owners about their experiences—whether it was one star or five ...

David Zhao Bridges the Gap in Chinese and American Culture by Introducing Hotpot Cuisine
Hosted by Yelp’s Small Business Expert, Emily Washcovick, Behind the Review features conversations with reviewers and business owners about their experiences—whether it was one star or five ...

Sam Zavary Wants To Incite Billions Of Aspiring Entrepreneurs Around The World
The Defense Department ignored statutory language in the appropriations laws specifying ... lead agent for Navy-funded projects in the U.S. In the past five years, only 13 out of 287 Navy’s military ...

How Trump stiff-armed Congress — and gaslighted the courts — to build his wall
We served honorably, with a deep love for this country ... The 1991 and 2002 AUMFs contain broad language allowing military action in Iraq, with little information about what an accomplished ...

Opinion: Congress must assert its role in America’s war efforts
In the vibrant clip, which features colourful animations, a lovestruck D.O casually goes about his day, successfully dodging various mishaps and disasters as he daydreams about his lover.
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